Will Trueman, the author of the book True Tales of the Trout Cod, is intrigued by the strong social and cultural connections that Australians have to the Murray-Darling Basin's native fish and waterways. The recollections he has documented point to a very different river system than the one we see today.
I discovered native fish in my childhood, mostly through family stories of past days when they had been common in north-east Victoria. By the 1960s my 'patch' in Victoria had changed, and native fish had largely been replaced by redfin perch, trout, and later European carp.
I then discovered the Seven Creeks (near Euroa in northern Victoria's Goulburn-Broken catchment), which at the time contained healthy populations of native fish whose habitat had been spared from invasion by exotic fish. Waterfall barriers had prevented upstream access by redfin perch and carp and, although the waters had been regularly stocked with trout, the lack of suitable spawning habitat prevented the establishment of salmonids (trout).
The Seven Creeks later came into prominence as containing the last population of trout cod in Victoria, an enigmatic fish whose existence was only officially acknowledged as recently as 1972. In answering the original question about the trout cod's distribution, I made some other discoveries. The first is the inherent generosity of rural Australians who helped me by sharing their memories and photographs to construct the history. It is the connection to the land that makes rural Australians key players in our efforts to repair the environment and achieve the aims of the Native Fish Strategy.
At the project's completion, I had interviewed nearly 140 people aged from 20 to 95 years, and had collected 400 photographs as far back as 1862. These people were saddened by the changes they had seen in the rivers and native fish. 
. Ducks of all kinds, teal and native companions (a great large crane), geese and swans abounded in flocks ... Along the river you would see the great high-piled stick nests of the swans, so built on branches that they could rise or fall with the river. Lawrence Struilby, Mitta Mitta, 1842
As I travelled from catchment to catchment and recalled what they had been once like, it was difficult to reconcile the past with the present. Although people will have an interest in True Tales to learn what fish were once present in what streams, it is the information that provides comparisons between past and present-day environments that is most powerful.
For fish and wildlife, the changes to original populations in some cases have been so slow and subtle as to be almost unnoticed, in others sudden and dramatic. There is something of a parallel in what we each experience by looking at our image in a mirror on a day to day basis and then at the photograph of years ago. Each day we appear exactly as
we did yesterday; however the photograph shows the accumulated change. Jack Rhodes, Corowa, 1999
[Fortunately,] in my life time, I have seen significant progress. Landcare groups are restoring riparian environments, environmental flows are being provided to waterways, snags are being returned to rivers, and barriers to fish migration removed. Trout cod are making a comeback, with several reproducing populations becoming established from restocking. These are all positive signs.
True Tales is a valuable educational tool to increase awareness of current environmental issues and the need for action. By collating the historical descriptions of the fish and rivers of the MDB, a window into a lost world has been created.
We can't change the past; we can only create the future. Achieving the goals of the Native Fish Strategy can only take place through the recognition of river managers, anglers and the community as to what the past was like and how the MDB can be improved in the future. 
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